A cookie sheet is something you might find around your house and use for all kinds of fun! For babies, you can prop up the pan so that the child’s moving arm or leg will hit it to cause a sound (cause and effect), or make it into a sensory activity by making piles of whip cream or shaving cream (if your child will not put into mouth) for your baby to touch with their hands or feet!
Sensory play for toddlers could look the same, or using rice and beans and maybe driving toy cars through it or using a spoon to fill up cups. You could use the same cars to dip the wheels into washable paint, and then drive over the pan (or paper taped to it), or play with magnets! Making shapes with construction paper and some of those thin flimsy magnets could be a fun partner activity with your child, or even using stronger magnet and different sensory objects. Have fun getting creative!